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1. Problem Description

Successful power system operation under normal three-phase steady-state conditions requires the

following:

• Generation supplies the demand (load) plus losses.

• Bus voltage magnitudes remain close to rated values.

• Generators operate within specified real and reactive power limits.

• Transmission lines and transformers are not overloaded.

Power flow analysis is the basic tool for investigating these requirements. This tool must compute

the voltage magnitude and phase angle at each bus in the power system under balanced three-phase

steady-state conditions.  Real and reactive power flows for all equipment interconnecting the buses,

as well as equipment losses, are also computed.

Power flow analysis is a crucial computation to prevent voltage collapse and maintain continuous

power distribution in a power-grid.  This requires performing a contingency analysis which involves

repetitive computations of the network equations for all possible cases of load or generator outages.

The current tri-state (Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland) power-grid is a 3,000-bus system.  A

bus is a node, load or generator, in the power grid.  Performing single contingency analysis on such a

system requires evaluating the load flow for each of the 3,000 possible contingency cases. Each case

of analysis consists of a Y-bus matrix whose dimension depends on the size of the power-grid,

currently 3,000.  The load-flow analysis for each contingency case is performed by the Newton-

Raphson method, which in itself involves the repetitive solution of a system of equations; this

constitutes most of the computation time. This operation must then be performed for all contingency

cases.  As evident, the power-flow analysis is a computation intensive problem and requires a high-

performance computing solution to speed up the analysis for successful operation of the power-grid

by keeping the power lines within their thermal limits. Worse case scenarios are voltage collapse and

blackouts.
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Current industry practice is to use special power-flow analysis software that runs on workstations.

Most of this software is based on the Newton-Raphson method and the software might take

advantage of parallel computing on the workstations.  The performance is still a far cry from an

acceptable level for corporations such as PJM, Regional Transmission Organization (RTO) who

aspire to have a larger market share in the industry by expanding to include the whole of the North-

East United States Power Grid in their system.

Researchers have employed the use of full-scale cluster computing and supercomputers to show

improvements in timing but so far these methods have been limited to research use.  The industry is

wary of investing in such a solution due to the cost and expertise needed to maintain these complex

computing systems.  In short, their argument has been that the cost-for-improvement factor does not

justify such an investment. A System on a Programmable Chip (SoPC) solution can fill this void and

the industry is willing to consider this solution for its ease of maintenance and scalability to include

larger grids with minimum overhead. FPGAs provide us with the flexibility of integrating hardware

and software to provide a complete solution using the System on a Chip (SoC) approach.  This

allows us to implement a parallel solution to the power-flow problem without incurring the

substantial overhead costs that are associated with using and maintaining a large parallel computing

system.

In the following sections, we present a scalable solution based on parallel computing using

embedded multi-processors on Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). Two Nios embedded

processors are used in our prototype under centralized and decentralized control approach to execute

the power-flow solution program to prove the viability of the approach.

The paper is organized as follows. First we will present the Power-flow study and design

considerations that are taken into account for parallel programming. Then in the next section we

present the Hardware and software aspects of the proposed embedded multiprocessor design using

two of our model and the extension of the same leading to two different architectures. Finally, future

improvements to the current system architectures are being suggested.
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2. Proposed Solution

2.1 Power-Flow Study & design Considerations:

A thorough analysis of the MATLAB implementation of the power-flow program shows that the

most computational-intensive parts of the problem are solving a system of linear equations and

updating the Jacobian matrix.  We used parallel computing to speed up this portion of the power-

flow program.  The problem formulation and the post-processing, in comparison require

considerably less computing time, and hence speeding them up with parallel computation would

yield much less overall performance gain. A problem-flow chart showing the various steps involved

in the power-flow program is shown in Figure 2.

The Data Input in Figure 1 is the process to set up parameters.  The Extract Data, Ybus, and Jacobian

Matrix modules constitute the problem formulation.  The LU Factorization, Forward Substitution,

Backward Substitution, Mismatch Comparison, and Update Jacobian matrix modules constitute the

problem solution and are performed in parallel on two Nios processors in our prototype. We have

employed a parallel algorithm in software to be used along with the hardware for the solving the

sparse linear system of equations that is comprised of the LU Factorization, Forward, and Backward

substitution. We also have developed a mechanism for updating the Jacobian matrix in parallel.

These algorithms are all parameterized and hence provide a scalable solution to the problem to

handle very large scale systems.  The system of linear equation is solved using LU Factorization,

Forward Substitution and Backward Substitution.  First, the Jacobian matrix is factorized into the

product of L and U, where L is the lower triangular matrix and the U is upper triangular matrix. The

solution of the linear equation system is obtained by solving the resulting two triangular systems:

A x = b   ! L U x = b (LU factorization)

L y     = b (Forward solve for y)

U x    = y (Backward solve for x)

Mismatch comparison is the process of checking for convergence of the solution. In this process, the

differences of phase angle, voltage, real power and reactive power are compared against a preset

accuracy threshold. If one of those parameters is not less than the threshold, the solution does not

converge and the program continues updating the Jacobian matrix and solving the system of linear

equation. If the parameters of interest are less than the threshold, the program enters the Post
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Processing process to compute the steady state results. The Post Processing module is implemented

in serial using one Nios processor.

Figure 1: Breakdown of power-flow problem

Below is a summary of the design choices that we have made and the justification for those choices.

So the listed design choices are considered to take advantage of the problem solution phase (Shaded

area in the Figure 1).

2.1.1 Parallel computing:

We have taken a parallel computing approach to speed up the solution of the system of linear

equation and updating the Jacobian matrix which are the most time consuming parts of the power-

flow program.  Speeding up the processing of these critical components using parallel algorithms

result in a speed-up of the overall solution.

2.1.1.a Sparse algorithms to solve system of linear equations in parallel: The Jacobian matrix is a

very sparse matrix.  We have taken into consideration this sparsity in developing the algorithm for

the solution of a linear equation system.  This solution can be broken down into three stages: LU
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Factorization, Forward Substitution, and Backward Substitution.  The algorithm for LU

Factorization is based on Gauss elimination and the multipliers are stored as the Lower matrix, L.

We have taken advantage of the sparsity by storing only the non-zero elements of the Jacobian

matrix in an array of double-linked lists.  During the LU factorization the fill-ins are inserted into the

linked-list.  The rows of the Jacobian matrix are distributed among the processor in a row-wise

fashion using Row Index modulus N, where N is the number of processors.

2.1.1.b Updating the jacobian matrix in parallel: Forming and updating the Jacobian matrix is also

a considerably time consuming step which requires a large number of floating point multiplication.

The formula for Jacobian matrix formulation indicates that each element of the Jacobian matrix is

independent and this characteristic allows us to update the Jacobian matrix in parallel for every

iteration of the Newton-Raphson method. We have developed a mechanism to update these

independent elements using all the available processors in parallel, thereby saving computation time.

Each processor is assigned rows of the Jacobian matrix using Row Index modulo N scheme (where

N is the number of processor).  The processors are responsible for updating the rows assigned to

them.

2.1.2. Application of the Minimum-Degree Ordering Algorithm: The minimum-degree ordering

algorithm permutes the columns of a sparse matrix to reduce the number of fill-ins throughout the

process of Gauss elimination; therefore it reduces the number of floating point operation and speeds

up the process of solving the system of linear equations. Hence minimum-degree ordering algorithm

is used to gain further advantage in computation time by re-ordering of the columns of the Jacobian

matrix before LU factorization which reduces the computation time in finding the solution for the

linear equation system.

The Newton-Raphson method requires several iterations to satisfy the mismatch condition, but the

pattern of non-zeros of the Jacobian matrix is unchanged across iterations. Therefore there is no need

to compute the pattern of column reordering each iteration. So the minimum-degree algorithm needs

to be applied once throughout the Newton-Raphson method. The symmetric nature of the Jacobian

matrix with regards to the pattern of non-zeros yields further advantage because the algorithm is

based on the degree of a node and not the value of a node. This results in a better number of fill-ins

while performing LU decomposition.
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Below we tabulate the number of floating-point operations involved in the solution to a system of

linear equation for the IEEE-30 bus, 57 bus, 118 bus, 300 bus, 1648 bus, and 7917 bus data. Table 1

show the reduction in the number of floating-point operations when the minimum-degree ordering

algorithm is applied and not applied.  The application of minimum degree ordering will give a better

performance for larger sets of bus data, because the larger the bus data the sparser the Jacobian

matrix becomes.

No. of Division OperationsIEEE

Bus Without MMD With MMD

30 788 238

57 3534 617

118 6537 791

300 56010 3112

1648 1627491 26893

No. of Multiply/Subtract/Add OperationsIEEE

Bus Without MMD With MMD

30 16261 1566

57 154252 4927

118 351921 5147

300 9542818 31070

1648 1537400000 492717

Table 1: Number of Floating point operations with and without MMD algorithm
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3. Hardware-Software Co-Design

The soft IP core Nios Processor is used for building the SoPC embedded multiprocessor architecture

on Altera’s cyclone FPGA to solve the load flow problem. Both the hardware and software plays a

vital role in the design of the system and the figure shows the steps involved in developing a system

using Nios Processor provided by the Altera Corporation.

Figure 2: Design flow using Nios Processor*

3.1 Hardware design

In building the multiprocessor configuration two design approaches namely the Centralized and

decentralized model were taken into consideration. The approach to build the system with Nios is

basically the same as described in the above flow but the communication protocol that is governed

by the software model to determine the manner in which the processors exchange data for

computation is being presented in order to investigate the performance of the system under different

scenarios and evaluate the prototype.

3.1.1. Centralized Controller Model: In the centralized controller model as shown in the Figure 3,

the controller manages the program flow and interprocessor communication by setting the control

flags located in the shared memory location. The processor polls the location for the task being set

by the controller and performs the instructed task on the data located in the local memory of the

processors. As per the problem description the tasks of uniprocessor are being handled by the

controller which acts as one of the processor. When the jacobian matrix is computed and ready to

perform the LU decomposition, the rows are distributed to the processors and the parallel
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computation is then being handled by the controller instructing the processors the task to be handled

step by step.

Figure 3: Centralized Control

Table 2: Memory map of Shared location implementing semaphores

The local memory handles the distributed jacobian row elements, the mismatch data for the

corresponding to the rows and computes the unknown vector for the same. The shared memory

location handles the control flags and the pivot row data that is used for Gauss elimination, the

forward and backward substitution that are common to all the processors to perform the functions in

parallel. The communication protocol is based on the concept of semaphores to overcome the race

conditions. When doing tasks in parallel because of the delay in accessing the common data the

processors finish at different time instants. So a flag from each of the processor sets the location that

is polled by the controller and when all the flags are set, the task is done and sets the next task in

line. This is equivalent to the concept of barrier that is used in shared multiprocessor architecture to

ensure concurrent operation. When the unknowns are computed the check for convergence is

Word 0 Data to be communicated

Word 1 Mutex

Word 2 Task for processor 1

Word 3 Task for processor 2

Word 4 Flag by processor 1

Word 5 Flag by processor 2

Controller
&

Processor 1
Processor 2

Shared
Memory

On chip

Local
Memory

(On chip)

Local
Memory

(On chip)
Program

&
Data

Memory
(Off chip)
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performed and if not converged the jacobian is evaluated based on the updated values which is

carried on in the control processor and hence the process continues.

3.1.2. Decentralized Controller Model: Figure 3 below shows the decentralized control for running

power-flow analysis on two-processor system. The arrows are the data paths.

Figure 4: Decentralized control

The controller is implemented in software to handle the communication between processors. The

structure of the controller contains 5 32-bit words.  Mutex is used to handle race conditions. When

Mutex is 0, no one is accessing to the buffer, and when Mutex is 1, someone is accessing to the

buffer. Seq 1 is used to specify the packet identification when processor 1 sends data to processor 2;

when processor 2 receives a packet, it will use Ack 1 to acknowledge. Seq 2 is used to specify the

packet identification when processor 2 sends data to processor 1; and processor 1 uses Ack 2 to

acknowledge the received packet.

Table 3: Structure of the controller

Word 0 Mutex

Word 1 Seq 1

Word 2 Seq 2

Word 3 Ack 1

Word 4 Ack 2

Processor 1 Processor 2

Buffer

Controller

RAM RAM

SDRAM SRAM
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The packet contains 3 32-bit words header and 2 Kbytes payload. The structure of the packet is

shown in figure 5 below.

                     

Word 0

Word 1

Word 2

Table 4: Packet structure for processor communication

Table 5: Hardware Resource Usage Summary

Suppose processor 1 wants to send data to processor 2. First, processor 1 checks the status of Mutex.

If Mutex is 0, it waits. If Mutex is 1, it sets Mutex to 0 (inform processor 2 that it is accessing buffer),

accesses to buffer and write data in the payload field, specifies the number of elements in the length

field, specifies the type of data in Data type field, writes its identification number in Pid field. After

writing information in the buffer, it specified the sequence number of the packet in Seq 1 field of the

controller and then sets Mutex back to 1.  When processor 2 wants to access to the buffer, it will

check the status of Mutex, if Mutex is 0, it waits, if Mutex is 1, it checks the Seq 1 if this sequence

number is new or not, if this Seq 1 is new, it sets Mutex to 0 (inform processor 1 that it is accessing

buffer), decodes the header of the packet and copies all data to local memory. When it finished

copying data, it uses Ack 1 in controller to acknowledge that packet it receives and sets Mutex back

to 1 and performs computations.

Pid

Data type

Length

Data (1 Kbytes)

Data index (1 Kbytes)

Resource Type

CPU 1

(Master)

CPU 2

(Slave)

Registers 256 128

Boot Memory 2 Kbytes 2 Kbyte

On-Chip RAM 4 Kbytes 4 Kbytes

SRAM 512 Kbytes 5256 Kbytes

SDRAM 4 Mbytes 4 Mbytes

UART Yes Yes

Buffer (on-chip memory) 2kbytes

Controller(on-chip memory) 64 bytes
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3.2 Big Picture

The above two design architecture when extended to a larger no of processors for computing the

solution in parallel will result in the two well known topologies, namely the Star and Ring

interconnection network.

3.2.1 Star Topology: The centralized control model when extended results in a star configuration

that has a single controller which governs the tasks among the processors. As seen in the table 2, the

shared memory location grows proportionally with added number of processors. The extended view

of the centralized model is as shown in the Figure 5.

     Figure 5: Star topology

3.2.2 Ring Topology: The decentralized control model will result in a ring topology when extended

to a large number of processors. The Figure 6 shows the model of this topology.

As seen in this figure, we need the control element between processors in order to handle the race

conditions. In this case the size of each of the controllers (CTRL) doesn’t increase with the increase

in the number of processors as in the case of star topology. But the numbers of controllers increase

in order to govern the dataflow between the processors.

SlaveSlave Slave

Master Control
Processor

Shared
MemorySlave Slave
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Figure 6: Ring Topology

3.3 Software Design

We have successfully implemented the software power-flow program in C based on the MATLAB

version by H. Saadat, MATPOWER Version 2.0 by Ray Zimmerman, PSERC Cornellin. The

MATLAB version uses certain built-in MATLAB functions, which are in the Kernel. We have

designed our own data structures and libraries to support the design for power-flow program with

complex numbers and various other operations not supported by C. This program implements all the

steps shown above in Figure 1 on an FPGA-based multiprocessor board. The program involves

several iterations within the Newton-Raphson method and every iteration requires a solver for

solving a system of linear equations. We have successfully implemented a sparse linear solver. Our

solver is a full solver for any sparse system and it also reserves the accuracy of the results by finding

the maximum pivot element through the process of LU factorization. The sparse matrix is stored as

an array of double-linked lists and is implemented with static pivoting, unlike other

implementations, which store sparse matrices as trees. This approach is ideal in multiprocessor

models where the rows of the sparse matrix are distributed among processors.

3.4 Hardware and Software Testing

We tested our design of power-flow program on the Cyclone board with 2 Nios-embedded

processors by running the contingency analysis (based on Hadi Saadat power-flow program) for

IEEE 30bus data and verified the accuracy of the results against MATLAB results. This is the first

version of our design of power-flow where sparse data structures are not employed. We also tested

Node 1 C T R L Node 2

C
T
R
L

Node 3Node N

C
T
R
L
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our software design on 1 Nios-embedded processor for running contingency analyses for IEEE 30

bus, 57 bus, and 118 bus data. This is the latest version of our design of power-flow which fully

employs the sparse data structures for building Y-bus, Jacoiban matrix and solving system of linear

equation. In those tests, we were able to measure the running time of solving system of linear

equation, the power-flow and contingency analysis. At this time, we are unable to run our new

version of power-flow program on two Nios processors due to the flexibility of Altera C compiler

for dynamic memory allocation which is used for sparse data structures. Table 6 and 7 shows the

results obtained from our tests. The system clock of the Cyclone board is running at 50 MHz and

Nios-processor does not have hardware floating point unit, this results in a long computation time in

comparison to MATLAB power-flow versions by H. Saadat or MATPOWER running on general

purpose and high speed PC.

Solving system of linear equation on Nios Processor

1 Nios Processor 2 Nios Processors

No of Clock Cycles Time (s) at 50 MHz No of Clock Cycles Time (s) at 50 MHz

IEEE 30-bus 118068847 2.3614 59160441 1.1832

Table 6: Comparison for solving system of linear equation on 1 and 2 Nios processor for IEEE

30 bus data

Power-flow Single contingency analyses

No of Clock

Cycles

Time (s) at

50 MHz

Number of

lines

No of Clock

Cycles

Time (s) at 50

MHz

IEEE 30-bus 32350490 0.64701 41 1392077896 27.8415

IEEE 57-bus 83728780 1.67457 80 8078454058 161.569

IEEE 118-bus 183434663 3.66869 186 31713188453 634.266

Table 7: Running time on Altera Cyclone board for IEEE 30-bus, 57-bus, and 118-bus data
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4. Future Work

In the future, the following considerations will be made to the design to make it a highly viable

solution for the power distribution engineers.

1. The Nios offers the capability of using custom instructions. So a custom floating point unit can

be designed in hardware and used along with the program to further increase the computational

speed.

2. With a high density FPGA having Logic elements in the order of 100K can be used to increase

the model to for in more number of processors to analyze the performance improvement in terms

of computational speed.

3. Extend the architecture for solving a entire set of load flow problem and provide a single desktop

solution for managing the load flow problem.

4. Performance analysis and benckmarking the model against the standard tools to ensure its quality

and feasibility of the approach.

5. Load balance investigation on parallel computing for solving the system of linear equations. i.e.

scheduling the jacobian matrix.
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